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Kaukonahua Fire Report 
Draft 1 

September 6, 2007 
 
APVG-GWV (200-3)  
 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 
 
SUBJECT:  This report was complied following three days of field surveys.  Over these three days, 
NRS surveyed eight gulches containing rare species; Kaumoku Nui, Kaumoku Iki, Manuwai, 
Ala`iheihe, Ka`imuhole, Palikea, Kihakapu and Pu`ulu.  NRS spent 120 person hours conducting 
fire surveys to date.  NRS visited 85 rare plant sites across the region and documented fire impact.  
Rare species impacts are summarized in the table below.  The “Number Prior” column indicates the 
total number of mature/immature/seedling plants in the area of the burn before the fire.  Most of 
these population estimates were made during surveys in 2003-2004 and NRS had not been to many 
of the sites since collecting cuttings in 2005. The “Number Impacted” column totals the number of 
plants that NRS observed as either being killed by the fire or are assumed to have been significantly 
impacted such that NRS is not certain that they will survive.  As the table indicates, the fire 
significantly affected many endangered species, particularly Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. 
mokuleianus.  NRS has observed this species in other areas that are known to have burned in the 
past, most notably in Makua where a population of Hibiscus was discovered in an area that is 
known to have burned many times. It is possible that some of the burned plants seen in a few areas 
surveyed will recover from the fire. It is likely that seeds on or in the soil have survived and may 
come back when conditions improve. Approximately 90% of the known H  brackenridgei subsp. 
mokuleianus on Oahu were impacted by this fire.   
 
Species potentially impacted by 
the fire 

Federal Status Number Prior Number Impacted 

Abutilon  sandwicensis Endangered 37/70/0 8/5/0 
Bobea sandwicensis Vulnerable 1/0/0 0 
Bonamia menziesii Endangered 2/0/0 2/0/0 
Colubrina oppositifolia Endangered 25/0/0 0 
Eugenia koolauensis Endangered 2/0/2 2/0/2 
Euphorbia haeleeleana Endangered 5/0/0 4/0/0 
Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. 
mokuleianus 

Endangered 28/546/65 
 

28/532/58 
 

Nototrichium humile  Endangered 57/7/0 7/3/0 
Schiedea hookeri Endangered 17/0/0 17/0/0 
 
NRS also mapped the perimeter of the burn near the rare species sites visited.  Initial maps of fire 
damage were approximated after aerial surveys.  The map below shows the revised fire boundary, 
and is the most accurate map of the fire to date.  In many cases, surveys resulted in the expansion of 
the fire perimeter, particularly deeper into the gulches.  The burned area around agricultural and 
residential areas and in regions lacking significant natural resources have not been surveyed from 
the ground.  In all, the fire consumed approximately 5,655 acres.   
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General Observations 
 
 Photopoints: 
NRS established several photopoints along the Lower Kaala contour road and on one ridge below 
the road.  The photopoints are marked by orange painted PVC and are labeled with aluminum tags. 
They will help to document changes in the region over time.  The location of the points is noted on 
the map above.   
 

Ungulates: 
The fire burned fences, displaced many animals, and reduced grazing area on ranching land.  Both 
feral and farmed livestock were affected by the fire, and as a result, both may have significant 
impacts to natural resources post-fire.  Some domestic cattle were pushed to high elevation areas.  
During the surveys, NRS observed animals, browsed plants and tracks in areas distant from the 
usual pasture lands.  In particular, cattle sign was seen at one of the burned Hibiscus sites in 
Ka`imuhole gulch.  The cattle are likely taking advantage of prime grazing offered by young 
Panicum maximum shoots.   It is unclear if cattle will remain in the area once the P. maximum 
matures and chokes the gulch slopes once more.  However, cattle grazing definitely will negatively 
impact any native seedling recruitment which may occur, particularly Hibiscus recruitment.   
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Right: Marked by the yellow circle, a cow grazes on newly sprouted Panicum maximum on the rige between 
Ka`imuhole and Ala`iheihe gulches, at approximately 1100ft elevation.   
Left: Fresh hoof prints on the ridge between Ka`imuhole and Ala`iheihe.   
 
Both feral pigs and goats were present in the burned area.  Due to the dry habitat and lack of water, 
pig populations were always low in the area.  However, on previous visits to the region, NRS 
observed significant numbers of feral goats, as well as goat damage to some rare species 
populations.  It is likely that the fire pushed both goats and pigs higher, above the contour road and 
into the Lower Ka‘ala Natural Area Reserve (LKNAR).  This is a concern as there is much more 
native vegetation in the LKNAR.  NRS plan on visiting the upper portion of the LKNAR later in 
September and will investigate the presence of domestic and feral animals.  It is unclear what future 
impacts feral animal movements may have in both the short and long term.  It is also unclear what 
the State and private landowners plan to do about the domestic animals that are no longer 
contained.  NRS will cooperate with the state and private landowners to address these issues.   
 
 Weed Regrowth: 
NRS was impressed by the rate of re-growth shown by P. maximum.  Areas that were completely 
charred only two weeks prior already have blades up to two feet long.  The rebound of grass in 
these areas shows the invasive nature of this community type.  NRS strongly believe that with 
current conservation resource management techniques, large scale vegetation management is not 
practical.  As a comparison, NRS manage a 5 acre area in Makua that would otherwise be 
dominated by P. maximum.  It requires approximately 32 person days a year to maintain this five 
acre area.  If grass control and/or suppression is identified as a goal by the State of Hawaii and 
private landowners, methods they could pursue include: mechanized firebreak construction and 
maintenance, aerial herbicide application, prescribed burning, installation of living firebreaks to 
include agriculture crops and large scale irrigation, grazing for fuel management. 
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Left: Grazed shoots of Panicum maximum.  Right: Re-growth of burned P. maximum.   
 
In addition to P. maximum, a host of other weeds have the potential to thrive in the post-fire 
environment.  Prominent among these is Leucaena leucocephala, which is prevalent in other dry, 
fire-prone areas.  L. leucocephala alters microsite conditions by using lots of water.  Other weeds of 
concern include Caesalpinia decapetala (cats claw), Melia azedarach, and Eucalyptus robusta.  
While re-vegetation by weeds is already occurring, much of the region is denuded and erosion is 
already having an impact on topsoil.   
 

   
Left: new growth on Leucaena leucocephala             Right: Erosion at the base of a cliff 
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Coffee: 
Some of the gulches surveyed had significant populations of Coffee arabica infesting the gulch 
bottoms.  In these gulches, it appeared that the 
fire did not penetrate to the same degree as in 
areas with other vegetation types.  This 
confirms previous theories held by NRS and 
Mr. Joel Lau.  While the edge of the coffee 
stands did burn, the fire did not penetrate far 
into the stands and the only Hibiscus found 
alive grew at the edge of a coffee stand.  
Previous observation indicated that very few 
other species thrive in coffee stands, including 
P. maximum, thus reducing the fuel load 
present.  Although coffee is invasive, it has the 
benefit of creating less fire-prone zones.  More 
research should be done on this species, as it 
may have some potential to be used as a living 
fire break in appropriate areas. 
 
 
 
Right: Note the narrow burned edge of coffee.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Impacts to Common Natives: 
While the burned area was dominated by alien vegetation, some small pockets of native species 
were hidden in some of the gulches.  Dominated by alahe`e, a`ali`i, lama, and the beleaguered and 
long-suffering wiliwili, these dry forest remnants were severely affected by the fire.  It is unlikely 
that these long-lived and slow-growing canopy species will replace themselves, given stiff 
competition from such invasive powerhouses as P. maximum and L. leucocephala.   
 

 
Burned native forest remnant in Kaimuhole Gulch.  Note the large wiliwili above and the burned Hibiscus 
below.   
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   Left: Pleomele forbsii  Right: Seedlings beneath a burned lama forest 
 
It is unclear how the native seed bank will respond post-fire.  NRS collected a partially burned 
wiliwili seed have sowed it as a trial.  In the field, NRS observed seedings germinating in a burned 
lama forest.  While the seedlings are too young to be conclusively identified, it is likely they are 
lama seedlings.  However, in 98% of the surveyed area, no native seedlings were found.  It will be 
interesting to see what seedlings germinate during the rainy season. 
 

       
Right: Burned wiliwili trunk.  This tree may recover as it was on the edge of the fire.  Left: Burned wiliwili 
seed.     
 
 
In the following section NRS presents findings of the ground surveys organized by gulch.   
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Pu‘ulu Gulch 

 
Right: NRS member George Akau laments the loss of native resources in Pu‘ulu.  Left: The intensity of the 
fire in Pu‘ulu was such that the base of this Fraxinus uhdei was completely incinerated.  
 
Pu‘ulu Gulch is the eastern most gulch that had important native resources at risk from the fire.  
There are six known sites with Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. mokuleianus in the area below the 
contour road.   
 
In the table below and for all that follow; Point # refers to the location indicated on the map, 
Species lists the code (first three letters of the genera and first three letters of the species) for the 
species, PRC refers to the population reference code (unique database code), Number Prior is the 
number of plants known in the area prior to the fire in the following order 
Mature/Immature/Seedlings, Number Impacted the number of plants not expected to survive the 
fire and in the last column any pertinent notes. 
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

80 Hibbramok PUU-A 0/55/17 0  
81 Hibbramok PUU-A 0/2/0 0  
82 Hibbramok PUU-A 0/10/0 0  
83 Hibbramok PUU-B 3/40/0 0  
84 Hibbramok PUU-B 0/3/0 0  
85 Hibbramok PUU-B 1/73/6 0  
 
Unfortunately, Pu‘ulu was severely burned by the fire, as the fire reached 1720 ft on the West side 
of the gulch and 1400 ft on the Eastern side. Fuels appeared to be mostly Panicum maximum, 
Leucaena leucocephala,  and  Fraxinus uhdei. Small patches of native forest on the alien dominated 
slopes comprised of wiliwili, lama, and alahe‘e were almost completely consumed, with only the 
large wiliwili left standing, albeit badly burned. All Hibiscus populations within Pu‘ulu were within 
the burned area, and no identifiable plants were recovered during the survey. Portions of the gulch 
bottom that contained Coffee arabica were not burned by the fire, unfortunately none of the 
Hibiscus populations were within those areas.  
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Puulu and Kihakapu Gulches 
 
Kihakapu Gulch 
In Kihakapu there are four known sites with Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. mokuleianus and one 
with Abutilon sandwicensis below the contour road. As the table below shows, all were severely 
affected by the fire.  Much more of this gulch burned that was previously estimated.   
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

75 Hibbramok KIH-A 0/12/0 0  
76 Hibbramok KIH-A 0/11/1 0  
77 Hibbramok KIH-A 2/94/33 3 1 unburned plant, 2 partially 

burned plants (unknown if 
will survive) 

78 Hibbramok KIH-A 0/16/0 0  
79 Abusan KIH-A 3/5/0 0  
 
Only one site had any surviving plants.  At this site, 77, the Hibiscus population bordered a coffee 
infestation.  As described in General Observations above, the coffee appears to have slowed the 
fire, thus providing some protection for the Hibiscus.  Only one plant survived the fire totally 
unscathed; NRS observed new leaves on this plant.  Two other plants were partially burned, but 
cambium scrapes revealed green tissue.  It is likely that these plants will recover.  One of the two 
partially burned plants had seeds, which NRS collected.  The viability of these seeds is currently 
being evaluated.   
 
 

Pu`ulu 
Kihakapu 
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Left: Dawn Greenlee (FWS) assists NRS in collecting seed from a partially burned Hibiscus.  Note the coffee 
in the gulch below.  Right:  Partially burned Hibiscus.  Note the brown cambium on the left, where the fire 
was hottest, and the green cambium on the right, away from the fire.   
 

 
Burned slope of Kihakapu.  Several Hibiscus sites burned in the bottom region of this photo 
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Palikea Gulch 
There are ten known sites below the contour road with Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. mokuleianus, 
and all but two were impacted by fire. Six sites with Abutilon sandwicensis were known from this 
gulch and three were burned. One site each with Colubrina oppositifolia was known and the tree 
was not burned. Eugenia koolauensis was known from one site that was observed burned but the 
trees were not located.  Nototrichium humile was burned at one sites but not at the other larger site. 
Most of the sites known to have rare species were burned and some were assumed to have burned 
from observations made in the field but have not been visited. NRS will revisit this area in the 
coming months to complete the survey.  
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Point # Species Pop. Ref. 
Code 

Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

30 Hibbramok ALI-D 0/2/0 0  
31 Hibbramok ALI-D 1/34/0 0  
32 Eugkoo LKN-A 2/0/2 0  
33 Nothum LKN-A 7/3/0 0  
34 Hibbramok ALI-C 1/18/0 0  
35 Abusan ALI-C 1/0/0 0  
36 Hibbramok ALI-C 0/2/0 0  
37 Hibbramok ALI-C 3/98/some 0 Didn’t get to but looked 

burned 
38 Abusan ALI-C 1/0/0 0 Didn’t get to but looked 

burned 
39 Hibbramok ALI-C 0/14/3 0/14/3 Didn’t get to but looked OK 
40 Abusan ALI-C 7/0/0 7/0/0  
41 Abusan ALI-A 1/0/0 0 Did not burn but plant is 

dead 
42 Colopp LKN-A 1/0/0 1/0/0  
43 Abusan ALI-A 1/0/0 0 Did not burn but plant is 

dead 
44 Hibbramok ALI-A 1/0/0 0  
45 Hibbramok LKN-A 0/0/4 0/0/4  
46 Abusan ALI-A 1/0/0 0  
47 Hibbramok ALI-A 0/2/0 0  
48 Hibbramok ALI-B 1/0/0 0  
49 Nothum LKN-C 50/4/0 50/4/0  
 
NRS directed water drops to many of the sites in Palikea Gulch and likely stopped the fire from 
burning through at least sites #41-45. Most of the Hibiscus sites were burned, however it is 
noteworthy that the large population of Nototrichium humile and the Colubrina oppositifolia did 
not. The area surrounding the Eugenia koolauensis and the smaller Nototrichium humile was 
burned however the trees were not located. Another small group of seven Hibiscus that was not 
previously known was discovered however 4 were severely damaged by the fire.  
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The burned area around site #37 and 38 is shown in the bottom right of this photo. 
 
 

 
NRS staff shown inspecting mature and immature plants that were burned at site #31 
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Photo showing a burned plant in a new site discovered during the survey 
 

 
Photo showing lower Palikea Gulch 
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Photo showing the contour road in upper Palikea Gulch 
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Ka‘imuhole Gulch 
NRS know of two sites below the contour road with Hibiscus brackenridgei subsp. mokuleianus, 
and one site each with Nototrichium humile and Euphorbia haeleeleana.  Five other rare plant sites 
are present above the road.  As the table below illustrates, all the sites above the road did not burn, 
while most of the sites below the road were burnt.  
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

21 Euphae IMU-A 2/0/0 0  
22 Hibbramok IMU-A 1/54/0 0  
23 Hibbramok IMU-B 0/6/1 0  
24 Nothum IMU-A 1/0/0 0  
25 Abusan IMU-A 1/0/0 1/0/0 Did not burn 
26 Nespol LKN-A 1/0/0 1/0/0 Did not burn 
27 Abusan IMU-A 1/0/0 1/0/0 Did not burn 
28 Caekav LKN-B 0/0/0 0/0/0 Did not burn 
29 Abusan IMU-A 2/2/0 2/2/0 Did not burn 
 
The fire burned much further into the gulch than anticipated.  The only site to escape the fire’s fury 
was the Nototrichium humile site.  This plant was protected by a short steep cliff that blocked the 
fire’s path into the gulch bottom.   The Hibiscus and Euphorbia sites, while located on cliffs, were 
surrounded by P. maxium, and were all burned.  It is unlikely that any of these plants will survive.  
NRS observed cattle tracks and scat directly beneath the cliff sites.  Cattle presence may affect 
potential recruitment at these sites.   
 

   
Left: Cattle scat at Hibiscus site 22.  Right: Burned Euphorbia trunk.  Below: Surviving Nototrichium.   
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Ka`imuhole Gulch, looking towards Kaukonahua Road.   
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Photo showing Kaimuhole and Alaiheihe Gulch 
 
 
Ala‘ihe‘ihe Gulch 
NRS know of two sites below the contour road with Euphorbia haeleeleana, and one site each with  
Bonamia menziesii and Schidea hookeri.  Above the road, only one rare species is known, Diellia 
falcata.  While the fire covered a greater area than anticipated at lower elevations, it did not 
penetrate all the way to the road.  The only burned sites were the Euphorbias and Bonamia.   
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

16 Euphae IHE-A 1/0/0 0  
17 Euphae LKN-A ??? 0  
18 Bonmen LKN-A 2/0/0 0  
19 Schhoo LKN-C 10/0/0 10/0/0 Did not burn 
20 Diefal LKN-A 60/30/0 60/30/0 Did not burn 
 

 NRS had not visited either of the two Euphorbia sites prior to 
the post-fire survey.  Both were located by Mr. Joel Lau.  
However, large regions around both sites were burned, and 
NRS assume that both were affected.  In addition, a lama stand 
around site 16 was also burned, as discussed in General 
Observations above.   
 
 
Left: Burned Euphorbia at site 16.   
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Above: Looking up Alaiheihe Gulch.  Below:  Looking down Alaiheihe Gulch.   
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Manuwai Gulch 
NRS know of five sites with Abutilon sandwicensis, three sites with Schiedea hookeri, two sites 
with Colubrina oppositifolia and one site each for Neraudia angulata and Bobea sandwicensis in 
Manuwai Gulch.  When NRS mapped the fire perimeter in this region from the air, NRS thought 
that all of these resources had burned.  Ground surveys revealed that these resources were not as 
impacted as first thought.  The table below shows a damage summary of numbers impacted.  Only 
one plant of Colubrina oppositifolia was impacted by the fire.  NRS did not visit all of the points 
listed in the table below but observed the proximity of the fire to the points and that their locations 
were spared by the fire.  The map of Manuwai below shows that there were two spot fires mauka of 
the main fire edge near points 5, 6 and 7.  These small burned sites are good candidates for 
restoration because they are surrounded by intact native forest.  This forest edge will serve to seed 
the impacted area and also to limit the Panicum maximum success.  Spot fire locations near rare 
species are good candidates for grass control and restoration.   
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

5 Abusan ANU-A 0/10/0 0/10/0  
6 Colopp LKN-B 21/0/0 21/0/0 One tree was singed at the 

base but still had green 
leaves and likely will 
survive. 

7 Schhoo LKN-B 3/0/0 3/0/0  
8 Colopp LKN-B Same as 6 Same as 6  
9 Abusan ANU-A 1/8/0 1/8/0  
10 Abusan LKN-B 11/0/0 11/0/0  
11 Schhoo LKN-B 4/0/0 4/0/0  
12 Abusan LKN-B 3/0/0 3/0/0  
13 Nerang ANU-A 0/0/0 0/0/0  
14 Bobsan ANU-A 1/0/0 1/0/0  
15 Abusan LKN-B 2/30/some 2/30/some  
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Above:  Photo showing Manuwai Gulch 
 

  
Above:  The burned base of a Colubrina oppositifolia tree.  Staff member at base of C. oppositifolia 
near edge of burn. 

Manuwai Gulch
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Kaumoku‘iki Gulch 
NRS know of one site with Abutilon sandwicensis in the area impacted by the fire.  These plants 
were last visited in 2003.  One NRS and two USFWS staff searched the area in an attempt to 
rediscover the plants.  After surveying the area it was determined that the fire did not reach the 
plants but none of the Abutilon were found to confirm there health. 
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

3 Abusan IKI-A 1/15/0 1/15/0 Site not seen but assumed 
unaffected by fire 

4 Colopp IKI-A 3/0/0 3/0/0  
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Above:  Circled points were the areas that were surveyed 
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Photo showing Kaumoku iki, Kaumoku nui, Kaawa and Pamoa Gulch 
 
Kaumoku nui, Ka‘awa and Pāmoa Gulch 
This area is the western most extent of the fire.  NRS know of one site each for Hibiscus 
brackenridgei subsp. mokuleianus, Euphorbia haeleeleana and Abutilon sandwicensis in Kaumoku 
nui Gulch.  One NRS and two USFWS staff surveyed the sites for Hibiscus and the Euphorbia to 
determine there status.  The entire Hibiscus site was burned and all plants seem dead.  Although the 
Euphorbia was burned they are still displaying some signs of life.   
 
Point # Species Pop. Ref. 

Code 
Number 
Prior 

Number 
Remaining

Notes 

1 Hibbramok KAO-A 14/0/0 0  
2 Euphae KAO-A 1/3/0 1/3/0 Plant burned, but looks like 

will survive 
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Above:  Hibiscus in Kamokunui gulch that was overrun by the fire 

 
Above:  Fenced area that once protected Hibiscus 

 

 
Above:  Euphorbia that was burned in the fire 
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Circled points were the sites that were surveyed 
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Photo showing Kaawa and Pamoa Gulch 
 

 
Photo showing the western most extent of the fire in Pamoa Gulch 
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